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This will be a very different show in many respects, that will intrigue you, make you deeply ponder, 

trigger you and elate you in equal measure. It is based upon my first trip away recently which then set the 

stage for the second trip recently. Much was done, most may not be revealed as it is not necessary per se. 

The last thing we need is another potential savior program running. Many where involved in it and many 

supported along the way over a large span of “time”. Just know that things were done for the benefit of all 

and to change the dynamics here onto a much more positive aspect. To then allow the people the 

opportunity to get back to, what it means to be a human in this 3D experience. What was done is not 

special, but sadly in many ways unique. We all have the capabilities to do so much more, yet we run little 

me and limitation programs on ourselves, which then hampers development. But sadly also, the few who 

develop their natural skills, end up forfeiting them due to the hidden hook of ego. We covered much of 

that in a piece late last year which in part will be replayed when I finally get round to doing the 

Empowerment show, which will then lead to a setup of a new empowerment group within THI. Some 

have been taught the secrets of development in the village, plus some not in the village who were ready to 

receive that level of knowledge and understanding. It is not based upon favoritism, it is based upon your 

own frequency and development. This explains a set of events and some downloads followed by some 

very deep ponderings. Just when you thought you had a grasp of things, up pops another mind blowing 

show that changes us all, me included. There have been things that I have been working on away from the 

glare of the shows since last October. I gave some very vague hints of it within the shows, and it has 

consumed a lot of my time since then. The shows since late January in particular have been a struggle for 

me to put out each week, as downloads, codes, presentations, teachings, monitoring, research and 

ponderings took over in many respects. All culminating in some work being carried out in April and May 

of this year, in part this is a watered down version of it, but you will all get the gist of it. 

 

The Rose line clearing: Following being called to re-watch the Dan Brown movies and the reference to 

the Rose Line, key clues arose (pardon the pun) of how to deal with it in the right way. A set of 

medallions lines the way and the path, with the word arago written on it, more on that later. It was 

revealed that the Rose Line goes further than just Rosslyn Chapel and Paris. This got me thinking on just 

how far this line really goes? The question arose in my heart was, does it go all the way down to 

Johannesburg? I pondered as to whether that was another reason as to why I was there? It turns out my 

pondering was correct and it also went through Lesotho, just south of Johannesburg. Lesotho I had 

flagged around three years ago for the intention of doing a mini expose on the region. The reason being 

is, Lesotho is the African version of the trinity of evil, DC, City of London and the Vatican. A state 

within a state in essence, it is like Dallas and Fort Worth combining and becoming a state within a state in 

Texas. Or it is like the other state within a state in Colorado, called Parker or so we are informed!! I still 

have the note of Lesotho on one of my reminder pages for certain pieces, perhaps now I should do that 

piece and close it out. So, now I had the Rose Line running from Rosslyn Chapel in Scotland, through 

England and in particular the head Templar Freemasonic church in London. For those who have watched 

the Da Vinci code, it is the place where the deceased Templars are buried and where the cryptex was 

opened by Tom Hanks and the map inside it was destroyed, that is the Templar center. The line then went 
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across English Channel into France and then into Paris, the center of which is the glass pyramid they built 

there, called the Louvre. The Louvre is filled with symbolism, signs and codes, particularly of an 

Egyptian flavor. The line then proceeded South through Occitan, which I have covered previously. 

Occitan is a region like the Basques in Spain, who wish to secede from France altogether. The great 

question is; does Occitan pre-date the Basques? Are the Basques usurpers? Are the Occitan’s the better 

version? Or another example of two sides of the same coin? The line then heads through Spain and across 

the Mediterranean onto Africa. All the way through Africa and The Rose line runs right though 

Johannesburg and then through to Lesotho. Back to the clearing, the intention was set to create a new path 

of enlightenment along the line and to also interact with previous work that had been done when that was 

completed. Johannesburg then got a pulse wave clearing that was sent out as a rolling wave, designed to 

help the people there of good intentions. A connection was then made with Rosslyn Chapel, the start of 

the Rose line they said, and a pulse wave was then sent down the line away from Rosslyn Chapel, through 

Scotland into England. This then proceeded south to the head Masonic Temple in London and the scenes 

revealing the codes whilst destroying the map of the so called Holy grail. All negative Masonic 

interference was negated and set on a path of true enlightenment. The wave proceeded on across the 

English Channel into France and onto the Louvre. The Louvre is a glass built pyramid built on the Rose 

Line, which is said to be the path of illumination, which is the Luciferian path of endarkenment, not 

enlightenment. The Louvre was cleared out of all dark intentions whether done by beings or entities. The 

wave went all the way down through the pyramid, to counter the as above so below format of pyramid 

building. The path of enlightenment they say is marked by 135 gold colored medallions with the word 

Arago written on them These will become deliverers of energy, not the harvesting of it. The wave then 

continued its path through Occitan and Basque regions across the Mediterranean and onto Africa, on 

through Africa to Johannesburg. There has been much has been made of the Templars and their narrative, 

but who or what versions of them are valid or light based? It becomes a contentious point in the muddy 

waters of his story, and so difficult to ascertain. What we do know is, it was the Cathar’s who protected 

the Mary Magdalene of the 1000 year age, they were warrior knights, all other Templars are classed as 

overlay suspects of the dark. But by setting the now and future intentions, it renders their story mute and 

sets us onto a new path. The Louvre is said to house Mary Magdalene, the question then becomes, which 

one? Radomir’s Mary or their version of Mary which is Isis and the son being Horus. 

 

In the movie it was said that, the Rose line is any line that goes between the North and South poles. The 

angle of that Rose Line is the same angle of the 11/5 Parallel world line, we covered in the Cosmic 

Genetics series. As mentioned in previous presentations, the planet is moving and going south west, 

which would put that line in alignment of the north and south poles, in the 12 to 6 o’clock position. This 

is a further confirm we were on the right track. They called it the Meridian line. 

 

We did a piece recently on Greenwich mean time, or is it the green witch who is mean in time? This adds 

more to it and is connected in ways to the January common sense presentation, plus also those who attend 

the UK trip as well. In geography and geodesy, a meridian is the locus connecting points of equal 

longitude, which is the angle in degrees or other units, east or west of a given prime meridian, currently, 

the IERS Reference Meridian. In other words, it is a line of longitude. The position of a point along the 
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meridian is given by that longitude and its latitude, measured in angular degrees north or south of the 

Equator. On a Mercator projection or on a Gall-Peters projection, each meridian is perpendicular to all 

circles of latitude. A meridian is half of a great circle on Earth's surface. The first prime meridian was set 

by Eratosthenes in 200 BCE. This prime meridian was used to provide measurement of the earth, but had 

many problems because of the lack of latitude measurement. The term meridian comes from the Latin 

meridies, meaning midday; the subsolar point passes through a given meridian at solar noon, midway 

between the times of sunrise and sunset on that meridian. Likewise, the Sun crosses the celestial meridian 

at the same time. The same Latin stem gives rise to the terms a.m. (ante meridiem) and p.m. (post 

meridiem) used to disambiguate hours of the day when utilizing the 12-hour clock. Because of a growing 

international economy, there was a demand for a set international prime meridian to make it easier for 

worldwide traveling which would, in turn, enhance international trading across countries. So time and 

meridians were yet again all about the shekels, which is the clue who runs it. As a result, a Conference 

was held in 1884, in Washington, D.C.Twenty-six countries were present at the International Meridian 

Conference to vote on an international prime meridian. Ultimately the outcome was as follows: there 

would only be a single meridian, the meridian was to cross and pass at Greenwich (which was the 0°), 

there would be two longitude direction up to 180° (east being plus and west being minus), there will be a 

universal day, and the day begins at the mean midnight of the initial meridian. The figure 180 is how the 

planet is turning back to the original. There were two main reasons for this. The first was that the USA 

had already chosen Greenwich as the basis for its own national time zone system. The second was that in 

the late 19th century, 72% of the world's commerce depended on sea-charts which used Greenwich as the 

Prime Meridian. The recommendation was based on the argument that naming Greenwich as Longitude 

0º would be of advantage to the largest number of people, or so they say, actually they were aligning it 

with the parallel world axis. Toward the ending of the 12th century there were two main locations that 

were acknowledged as the geographic location of the meridian, France and Britain. The French version is 

the Rose Line. These two locations often conflicted and a settlement was reached only after there was an 

International Meridian Conference held, in which Greenwich was recognized as the 0° location. A civil 

day: begins at midnight and ends at the midnight following. An astronomical day: begins at noon of civil 

day and continue until following noon, and nautical day: concludes at noon of civil day, starting at 

preceding noon. The magnetic meridian is an equivalent imaginary line, connecting the magnetic south 

and north poles and can be taken as the horizontal component of magnetic force lines along the surface of 

the earth. Therefore, a compass needle will be parallel to the magnetic meridian. However, a compass 

needle will not be steady in the magnetic meridian, because of the longitude from east to west being 

complete geodesic. A geodesic is a curve representing in some sense, the shortest path or arc between two 

points on a surface. The angle between the magnetic and the true meridian is the magnetic declination, 

which is relevant for navigating with a compass. Navigators were able to use the azimuth, the horizontal 

angle or direction of a compass bearing of the rising and the setting Sun to measure the magnetic 

variation, the difference between magnetic and true north. But what is true north? Isn’t it dependent upon 

your perspective? How was north and south determined? From which vantage point? And by whom? 

What if south is actually north and vice versa? What if east is west and vice versa? It all depends on the 

viewing point and perspective. Remember the 1’s and 0’s show and the egg timer analogy? Perhaps that 

is now easier to understand. In September 2019 for the first time in 360 years, the true north and magnetic 
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north aligned in Greenwich. The 360 figure is interesting in relation to the presentations done by Kevin. 

Let’s look at the word compass, is it come pass? What is it passing? Compass (n.) c.1300, space, area, 

extent, circumference, from Old French compas meaning circle, radius; size, extent; to go around, 

measure (with a compass); divide equally. To go around is a key component. The word is in most 

European languages, with a mathematical sense in Romance, a nautical sense in Germanic and both in 

English. In Middle English it also could mean ingenuity, subtlety and cunning. Also, an adverb in Middle 

English: to go compass was go in a circle, go around. Go around what? Compass (v.) c.1300, to devise, 

plan; early 14c.as to surround, contain, envelop, enclose; To surround, contain, envelop, enclose what we 

may well all ask? Add in to go in a circle and clues develop. The True meridian: The true meridian is the 

chord that goes from one pole to the other, passing through the observer, and is contrasted with the 

magnetic meridian, which goes through the magnetic poles and the observer. Chord is spelt in a musical 

way with an H rather than a bind or connection. The true meridian can be found by careful astronomical 

observations, and the magnetic meridian is simply parallel to the compass needle. The arithmetic 

difference between the true and magnetic meridian is called the magnetic declination, which is important 

for the calibration of compasses. The question remains as to why the true and magnetic differences are 

different? What is the declination for? Declination (n.) late 14c., in astronomy, distance of a heavenly 

body from the celestial equator, measured on a great circle passing through the body and the celestial 

pole. Which heavenly body are they referring to? Passing through the body and the pole? Henry D. 

Thoreau classified this true meridian versus the magnetic meridian in order to have a more qualitative, 

intuitive and abstract function. Why abstract? When it is stated as the true meridian? He used the true 

meridian since his compass varied by a few degrees, there were some variations. When he noted the sight 

line for the True Meridian from his family's house to the depot, he could check the declination of his 

compass before and after surveying throughout the day. He noted this variation down. Why the 

variations? What is causing them? Is it the wobble they describe? Question is; is it the Earth wobble or 

the Earth spiral? Is the magnetic meridian a clue as to why there are variations? Is the magnetic variety 

the veil or worse in the past the LPIN and APINS we discussed in the Cosmic Genetics series. LPIN and 

APIN a network it said, but what network is or will be the key. The Meridian passage: The meridian 

passage is the moment when a celestial object passes the meridian of longitude of the observer. At this 

point, the celestial object is at its highest point. When the sun passes two times an altitude while rising 

and setting can be averaged to give the time of meridian passage. Navigators utilized the sun's declination 

and the sun's altitude at local meridian passage, in order to calculate their latitude with the formula. 

Latitude = (90° – noon altitude + declination) The declination of major stars are their angles north and 

south from the celestial equator. It is important to note that the meridian passage will not occur exactly at 

12 hours because of the inclination of the earth. The meridian passage can occur within a few minutes of 

variation. The great question then is; with the inclination and declination plus the variations, how can 

time or the poles be accurate? Oops I know, a common sense question! Standard meridian: A standard 

meridian is a meridian used for determining standard time. For instance, the 30th meridian east 

(UTC+02:00) is the standard meridian for Eastern European Time. Since the adoption of time zones, as 

opposed to local mean time or solar time, in the late 19th century and early 20th century, most countries 

have adopted the standard time of one of the 24 meridians closest to their geographical position, as 

decided by the International Meridian Conference in 1884. Although, a few time zones are offset by an 
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additional 30 or 45 minutes, such as in the Chatham Islands, South Australia and Nepal. Measurement of 

Earth rotation: Many of these instruments rely on the ability to measure the longitude and latitude of the 

earth. These instruments also were typically affected by local gravity, which paired well with existing 

technologies such as the magnetic meridian. The terms Parallels and Meridians are often found in the 

context of geography and science. The world map we use is marked with countries, continents, and 

oceans, but have you ever wondered about the different lines that run across the map? These lines, known 

as parallels and meridians, help us to figure out the exact dimension and direction of a location. Parallels 

run from east to west and never intersect with each other whereas meridians run from north to south and 

intersect at the north and south poles. This is the key difference between parallels and meridians. What 

are Parallels? The imaginary lines that run from east to west connecting all locations on a map are known 

as parallels or latitudes. Given we have spoken of the parallel world’s or Matrices, perhaps the description 

of such makes things clearer? parallel (adj.) 1540s, in geometry, of lines, lying in the same plane but 

never meeting, however far extended; in either direction; of planes, never meeting, from para allēlois 

beside one another. The parallel universe or world but it says; never meeting however far extended, but 

also beside one another. Which means no interaction, unless they created conduits of thought to get us to 

manifest it into existence in our reality. Either way, that no longer applies to us. 

 

The meridian line said to be the rose line in freemasonic terms, but is it? The meridian line which runs 

from Rosslyn Chapel in Scotland all the way through to South Africa. The latter runs through 

Johannesburg and a principality that little is known about outside of Africa, called Lesotho. It is also said 

to have 135 points along the way, which is interesting as 1, 3 and 5 equals a nine. It is called Rosslyn, but 

that is a play on pronunciations again and another version of hidden in plain sight? Ross lyn becomes the 

Rose line and it is said to house the codes and artifacts collected by the Templars. The church itself has 

symbols of DNA in the columns, but whose DNA is the great question? It also has underground chambers 

that could have housed anything for quite some time. The family line linked to it is the Sinclair line, 

which is also prominent in America as well. In the Dan Brown movies Angels and Demons and the Da 

Vinci code, it was said to reference the holy grail. The grail not actually being a cup, but a family line 

dating back to Jesus. But which Jesus are they referring to? Jeshewah 9? Jesheua 12? Or Arihabi? 

Interestingly a member posted a picture from Gdansk airport Poland of the last supper, filled with Polish 

politicians and with 3 Jesus’ and Mary Magdalene was replaced with a lizard. In our Cosmic Genetic 

series we covered all three, although it was Jeshewah 9 who was wed to their Mary Magdelene. Whilst it 

was revealed she was the twin soul of Jesheua 12, and he had spent the last two thousand years trying to 

reconnect with her. That Mary was said to have the Metatronic coding and he was endeavoring to get it 

reversed. It appears they have gone to great lengths to install their king and queen here, at our expense. 

So, what is the origin of Jesus? With so many connotations, be it the 3 in the Cosmic Genetics, plus the 

two versions of Mary Magdalena. The etymology of the word brings this up, Je means I am and also son. 

Jesus can mean hail Zeus or Zeus’ sons. Zeus and Leto bore Apollo, Apollo was the only Greek god to 

visit Da’ Arya, later renamed Hyperborea. The significance of that is revealed later. 

 

The Arago signs or medallions lining the Rose Line is also symbolical of the spot in center of the sun. 

The signs in the movie labelled North and South were off center, in the same alignment as the parallel 
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overlay matrix, with arago written in the middle. More on arago later. The Movie featured heavily on The 

Priory of Sion of which we will have a tiny show on at a later date. But is it Sion or Zion, sion reversed is 

nois, and is said they protect the secret of the grail. N is it OI or 1 and 0? Reversed becomes Sion South 

and North with IO in the middle, Io the renamed moon? or 1 and 0’s again? S- Ion? Known in chemical 

terms as a Sulphur Ionic charge. The final event not revealed here, that was done in South Africa was 

next to a rock with a yellow deposit upon it, signifying Sulphur deposits. If we take Nois and add the 

freemasonic G and it gnois or is it gnosis? The all-knowing. Or is it no sis or sister means only one is, not 

two is’ meaning Isis. Isis is their Mary Magdalene. No is the reverse of Sion, Sion is a place of the former 

twin sisters in Switzerland known as the Swiss. The Louvre said to house the sarcophagus of Mary 

Magdalene just happens to run along another line with the Swiss town named Sion, all in alignment from 

The Louvre to the pyramids in Egypt. Another derivative of Sion is ison, as mentioned earlier the Je 

meant I son, ison is described as an idiom, which is a word Kim tried to use against me early after the 

split and said it wrong. Maybe that was a clue? But there is also a comet named ISON. Comet ISON was 

something a group of people and beings had to deal with back in 2013. It had two large reptile craft in its 

orbit, and the rock housed many other crafts and entities as well, and was subsequently dealt with. Having 

broken down Sion let’s look at the other word in that priory. Is it priory or a prior to (y)? Prior meaning 

earlier; preceding, as in order of time, but which time we may all ask? From 1714. It derives from Latin 

prior meaning former, previous, first; figuratively superior, better; as a noun forefather; or a superior 

rank. Notice the church operates under a hierarchy, just like a military order, is that significant and or 

telling? A religious house under the governance of a prior. Prior is next in dignity below an abbey, late 

13c., priorie, from Anglo-French priorie (mid-13c.), from Medieval Latin prioria, monastery governed by 

a prior; office of a prior, from Latin prior. Middle English had priorwike for position or office of a prior 

in early 13c.; priority in early 15c.also was used in this sense, as were priorhede in early 15c., priorate 

(c.1400). Prior or pryer? As in pry into? Or is the Y on the end signifying prior to Yahweh? Another 

anomaly I picked up from the movie is the added or changed letter A. The added A, to the words 

Magdalene or Magdalena. Oestre became Easter is another one. From that came Ostara, but the true 

origin of that was Eos, which means dawn. Sophie or Sophia? Ether or Aether, the fifth element. Which 

Kim alleges to be, but maybe that was a pointer, as maybe the fifth element was also the fifth column. A 

fifth column is any group of people who undermine a larger group or nation from within, usually in favor 

of an enemy group or another nation. Fifth columns are domestic actors who work to undermine the 

national interest, in cooperation with external rivals of the state. The activities of a fifth column can be 

overt or clandestine. Clandestine fifth column activities can involve acts of sabotage, disinformation, 

espionage, and/or terrorism executed within defense lines by secret sympathizers with an external force. 

 

The next word play comes from the term mer, which is the French word for the sea. Mer- idian, Mer-

ovingians and Mer-kaba to name but a few. Mer-chant meaning trade, like mer-gers, which is heavily 

prevalent in terms of the off world programs. Mer-maids, Mer-cury and something they never showed to 

us, mercy. Or perhaps they did with mercy, but we didn’t see or see sea as it were. Because Mer means 

sea, cy is pronounced sea, which is sisi, which is the mirror of Isis. The Sisters of Mercy perhaps now has 

a whole new meaning. The Holy Sea comes to mind or is it holy mer? What if Mer was actually another 

overlay of the Russian Mir, meaning peace? We came of peace the off world reptilians said in the series 
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called V. Why not in peace? Mir also means a Soviet photographic lens, which plays into a later piece. 

Why has the Vatican got pyramid shapes in it? the Louvre is pyramidal, why is it glass? Is it copying the 

clear crystal pyramid of the sea or mer? Located in the Bermuda Triangle and connected to the aquatic 

race? The Louvre: the word Louvre comes from the Latin lupara, meaning for the wolf, due to the 

presence of wolves in the area in previous centuries. Except the wolf reference is to Sicily not France. But 

lupara more commonly means an Italian sawn off shotgun, commonly used by the Mafia, which is a 

subsidiary of the Vatican church and their Knights of Malta. Both of whom are linked to the Priory of 

Sion. A louvre is also a slatted window, think of that in terms of a window to the sky, she rests at last 

beneath the starry skies. 

 

I mentioned the gold or brass medallions from the movie, with north and south markings and the word 

Arago on it. An arago is a dark spot within the light, but a light spot in the dark. What if the arago spot is 

the portal? hidden in plain sight. So arago in light it shows up as dark, in dark it shows up as light. Now 

why is that? But is space not a distortion? Where are the stars? who are the stars? and when was the stars? 

They say light bends in space, but if space is a distortion what is creating it? Light bends they say, around 

what? What is the object? Is it real? Or a creation of our minds? But something else has the ability to 

bend and distort things, does it not? In their program of memes, all designed to spell and or cast, do they 

not recreate your reality for you? Memes of the mind, becomes mind bending. But why would the mind 

bend or distort things? Does that mind bending serve our greater good? If not, why was it created or made 

that way? The greater question then becomes not why, but who? These conundrums are mind bending 

people will say, whether for ordinary people or indeed scientists themselves. But life and nature has a 

simplistic format to it, yet man and systems are designed to complicate it. Why would the so called great 

minds do that? Unless their minds have been bent into a pre-cast mold of opinions and thought processes. 

The question then is; who is controlling the mind? And why would you allow others to enter your 

distorted space? Are they not then deciding your reality for you? But it’s artificial is it not? Whether 

intelligent or otherwise. We already know about the reptilian cortex part of our brain, but there is another 

potential dot connecting within our brain called a reticular, which is a stem in the brain. Is it reticular or 

reticulan? Mind bending then creates the light bending all through another distorting set of objects, called 

a lens. A lens is a glass to regulate light rays, but our eyes have lenses do they not? If our eyesight fails, 

we then get lenses on top of the lenses. Lens: lens-shaped, having the form of a double-convex lens, 

lenticular clouds. Does that then mean that the lens of a cloud is creating a computer-generated image? Is 

the cloud a computer? The AI sky god again that sits on a cloud. Let’s look pardon the pun at the word 

convex shall we. Convex (adj.) curved like a circle or sphere when viewed from outside, 1570s, from 

French convexe, from Latin convexus vaulted, arched, past participle of convehere to bring together. 

From assimilated form of com with, together or thoroughly see com- + vehere to bring, carry, or convey 

from PIE root *wegh- to go, move, transport in a vehicle. Vex means to bring trouble, distress or agitation 

to. Is the vex the con? Does the lens change with a c in front of it? Like the time piece the c lock? Is the 

lens cleansed? But who is doing the cleansing? A lens can magnify and bring things closer, but also it can 

make things seem out of reach. Like objects in a rear view mirror may appear closer than they are. Near, 

far wherever you are, I believe that the heart does go on. Once more you open the door, but which door 

and where? The lens of our eyes is how we see, but do we? Those who have been on trips with me, will 
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all tell you differently. We see very little because the mind meme only tells you to see what they wish you 

to see. But what if you can see in other wavelengths? What would you see then? Will you believe what 

you see or argue with yourself against this new a perceived reality presented to you? The external 

viewing point that raises deep suspicion and revulsion in the alt media is, the all seeing eye. A pyramid 

with a single eye, related to Horus, Ra and Sauron, which is what they want us to believe of course. But 

the pyramid in the head is our own triality, the duality is the two eyes and the two hemispheres, but when 

combined by our own soul development work, the two becomes the three and then becomes the one. 

Another version of one on one with the one. The third eye when combined with the two is, our own all 

seeing eye, that is not distorted by their lens views of our world. Our own holy trinity, which allows you 

see to see in other wavelengths than the limiting scope of just our own eyes. Our eyes deceive, as viewing 

the railway lines proves. Our sight tells us it comes to a point, except it doesn’t ever come to a point. The 

viewing of the line coming to a point, is like our lives, it has limitations unless we dictate, control and 

decide our own lives and destiny. Life is but a dream, but who is creating it? Have you allowed them to 

create your dream and or reality? Do you read books or become the book? What chapters, plots or courses 

do you create? Do you stand back and marvel at the blueprint or become the Blueprint yourself? Do you 

stand by and let the beneficial frequencies dance around you or become the frequency? Do you stand by 

and let love pass you by because of some failed previous experiences or become love within the self and 

ultimately with another of like hearted feelings? I am that I am or I will be how they wish me to be? 

 

Let’s look at the connections from the movie shall we. It was mentioned that their mother and child story 

of Jesus and Mary was actually Isis and Horus. The taken over pentacle was actually the symbol for a 

female Venus, now it is a male and Lucifer, the morning star. The morning star was also a symbol of their 

Jesus remember. The code or ode in the movie of O Draconian devil is not only an anagram of Leonardo 

Da Vinci, but a pointer to the Draconian’s running Rome 2000 years ago we mentioned in the Cosmic 

Genetics series. Da Vinci was also a Grand Master of the Priory of Sion, as was Sir Isaac Newton, which 

in first letters pronounces – sin. To eat the apple was a sin in the Garden of Eden they said, yet why is it a 

sin? yet did not Sir Isaac Newton use the apple as his main tool? Newton was said to have worked out 

gravity courtesy of the apple. But did you know that the apple is a member of the rose family? perhaps 

symbolizing it as the forbidden fruit. Sir Isaac Newton was also a grandmaster of the Priory of Sion, 

which is the Priory of Sin, just like his initials. Where else does apple apply and also Sion? An anagram 

of Mona Lisa brings up Alma Sion, Alma in many languages means apple. And if the likes of Newton, 

Da Vinci and the Jewish Einstein were dictating our sciences, now you know why all of it is diversion, 

distortion and lies. All controlled by the church you see, whether the Vatican, Catholic or the Priory. But 

there was another reference to the Draco in the second line, it said; oh lame saints. Remember the Draco 

replaced all the Greek gods with their sainthood program, oh lame saints indeed. It used the Fibonacci 

sequence which as our math and science team have worked out, is completely fake. Opus Dei brings in 

the Rothschild pyramid in California called Opus One. They used what looks like a tall white being to me 

called Silas, who was a murdering monk in the series. But Silas was also a bishop around the early 

Christian period, no surprise he was actually Jewish. Silas actually means of the forest or prayed for. It 

showed St.Sulpice church in Paris. In 1727, Jean-Baptiste Languet de Gergy, then priest of Saint-Sulpice, 

requested the construction of a gnomon in the church as part of its new construction, to help him 
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determine the time of the equinoxes and hence of Easter. Which means it was a pagan church. A gnomon 

is a sun-dial, which to them represents Ra and the serpent race. Remember they named the Milky Way in 

tones of snake like as well, said to be based upon it snakes across the sky, it doesn’t. The milky Way is a 

spiral galaxy so it can look coiled when looking from above, but they are referring to the outer arm of the 

galaxy, and that can only be perceived from a 2D aspect, when it is in 3D, or is it 4D? In the church a 

meridian line of brass was inlaid across the floor and ascending a white marble obelisk, nearly eleven 

metres high, which is 33ft.and so Masonic linked, at the top of which is a sphere surmounted by a cross. 

Said to be the Celtic cross which is the overlay, yet is it really not depicting Da Arya? The obelisk is 

dated 1743. An obelisk, all very Egyptian and Osiris. All of which means the line runs through this 

church as well. In the south transept window a small opening with a lens was set up, so that a ray of 

sunlight shines onto the brass line. A lens they say? To distort what? Why does lens come up so much 

with meridian lines? At noon on the winter solstice (21 December), the ray of light touches the brass line 

on the obelisk. At noon on the equinoxes (21 March and 21 September), the ray touches an oval plate of 

copper in the floor near the altar. An altar means a sacrifice table, and the solstices are their dark festival 

nights. Festive means pertaining to a church feast, al means god(s) and so it means the church is preparing 

a feast of sacrificial purposes to the god(s). Although it is interesting they skip the Summer equinox, 

perhaps it is too light for them? Other connections to this church was The Dossiers Secret Files of Henri 

Lobineau, supposedly compiled by Philippe Toscan du Plantier, is a 27-page document which was 

deposited in the Bibliothèque nationale de France on 27 April 1967. The document purports to represent a 

part of the history of the Priory of Sion, and is widely considered to be a forgery created by Pierre 

Plantard and Philippe de Chérisey. Thirteen of the 27 pages of the document are taken from another 

document attributed to Henri Lobineau dating from 1964, also thought to have been authored by Plantard, 

called Genealogy of the Merovingian Kings. This document contains genealogy diagrams which 

apparently show Plantard to be a descendant of the Merovingian king Dagobert II. The Merovingian line 

is the Franks, who are Hebrews/Jewish. Dan Brown's 2003 novel The Da Vinci Code was an international 

bestseller that brought many crowds of tourists to Saint-Sulpice. So much so, that this note was put on 

display in the church: Contrary to fanciful allegations in a recent best-selling novel, this line in the floor is 

not a vestige of a pagan temple. No such temple ever existed in this place, but the current is built over a 

former church to Sulpitus the Pious, who was of nobility lines. It was never called a Rose-Line. It does 

not coincide with the meridian traced through the middle of the Paris Observatory, which serves as a 

reference for maps where longitudes are measured in degrees East or West of Paris. Please also note that 

the letters P and S in the small round windows at both ends of the transept refer to Peter and Sulpice, the 

patron saints of the church, not an imaginary Priory of Sion. Maybe she was correct it was not originally 

the Rose line, the question becomes is that indicative of an overlay? As for the rest they lied, it does 

coincide with a previous meridian line before Greenwich. As for the letter P & S referring to Peter and 

Sulpice, despite going through the detailed pieces on the church, the word Peter was never mentioned 

once. All of which suggests a cover up of sorts, but on which side? are we dealing with factions again? 

There was a mention of Job 38:11, which is when the Lord spoke to Job out of the storm, which is 

suggestive of the flood. Where were you when I laid the earth’s foundation? 5 Who marked off its 

dimensions? Surely you know! Who stretched a measuring line across it? That is a key line and given we 

know Anu is the Lord and his symbol was the Rose, the measuring line became the Rose Line. 6 On what 
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were its footings set, or who laid its cornerstone— indicative of the Masonic elements in this. 7 While the 

morning stars sang together – said to be Venus, but now double and likely signifying Lucifer and his 

fallen angels, but just as well could be Isis and Horus. And all the angels shouted for joy? 8 Who shut up 

the sea behind doors when it burst forth from the womb, is this indicating some sort of opening in the 

planet and the underground water which is 3 to 4 times more voluminous than the surface came rushing 

out? Or was the firmament known as the womb? 9 When I made the clouds its garment and wrapped it in 

thick darkness, is that suggestive the clouds are cloaking devices? 10 When I fixed limits for it and set its 

doors and bars in place, barriers of a prison springs to mind there. Do religious people not read this stuff? 

And really comprehend what they are telling us? Clearly not and that has caused us all much damage 

here. All hidden in plain sight, yet oh how they all miss it. 11 When I said, this far you may come and no 

farther; here is where your proud waves halt? Which could be another reference to a flood. Also 

indicating some sort of boundaries were placed, those boundaries don’t apply if you develop yourselves 

on a soul level, something they are incapable of. The irony of it all is, the EL-ites and their minions here 

were imprisoned as well, yet they thought it was for their benefit (M). Like they were told going dark will 

bring the event quicker, a catastrophic mistake for them and us. Guess what? That failed as well. All of 

these barriers in place plays into the 5 regions Anu created to separate the Earth, with his family 

designated a certain portion, except Marduk. The Priory are said to be the keepers of the secret war, and 

protects the source of the churches power on Earth, called the Holy Grail. But what is the Holy Grail? 

The story of the grail in its current forms all appeared around the 11 and 1200’s is that indicative? 

Various traditions describe the Holy Grail as a cup, dish, or stone with miraculous healing powers, 

sometimes providing eternal youth or sustenance in infinite abundance, often guarded in the custody of 

the Fisher King and located in the hidden Grail castle. All of which sounds like the elixir of the Milk 

Ocean, which is now the Himalayas, we described in Volume 1 of From His story to our story. Fisher 

King is interesting, the angler again, the angle or the angel, the fish is another symbol they say of Jesus, 

but it is the Vesica Pisces. A fisherman uses a hook and casts, spell or otherwise or a net remember. We 

mentioned Occitan earlier and here is another reference to it, I wonder why? The word graal, as it is 

earliest spelled, comes from Old French graal or greal, cognate with Old Occitan grazal and Old Catalan 

gresal, meaning a cup or bowl of earth, wood or metal or other various types of vessels in different 

Occitan dialects. In the 15th century, English writer John Hardyng came up with a new etymology for 

Old French san-graal or san-gréal, meaning Holy Grail, by parsing it as sang réal, meaning royal blood. 

But royal blood or blue bloods are not our people, it is their people again. The hierarchy versions of the 

Draco are the royal Draco, which is where the term royal originates from. That version of the Draco have 

white wings, just like the angels or angles. Did you know in their terminology we are all “royals” or to 

put the real name on it, monarchs. But holy in the earlier piece could also mean sacrifice, whilst san is 

also short for saint, saints being the Dracos. Saint (n.) early 12c.as an adjective, seinte, holy, divinely 

inspired, worthy of worship, used before proper names Sainte Marian Magdalene, etc., from Old French 

saint, seinte meaning holy, pious, devout. From Latin sanctus holy, consecrated, past participle of sancire 

consecrate also sacred. It displaced or altered Old English sanct, which is directly from Latin sanctus. The 

text or origin of the Sanctus was passed from Jewish use to Christian use at a very early time. From an 

adjective prefixed to the name of a canonized person, it came to be used in English by c.1200 as a noun, a 

specific canonized Christian, also one of the elect, a member of the body of Christ, one consecrated or set 
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apart to the service of God, also in an Old Testament sense a pre-Christian prophet. Seems a lot of these 

words were developed around the 11-1300’s and not around 0AD, which becomes indicative. Occitan is 

the region of Montsegur, where the Rome church and their knights hunted down and killed the real Mary 

Magdalene. 11-1300’s is just after they killed her and Radomir, they just switched the story back a 

thousand years and it became the biblical story of Jesus and Mary, which is the Osiris, Isis and Horus 

story. The origin of saint is in a more common word for Christmas, Santa. But Santa also has a different 

meaning.Santa (n.2) the Spanish title for a female saint, which then links in to the Sephardic Jews who 

were kicked out of Spain and sent by the church to conquest the Americas. They are known as the 

Conquistadors, they were not Spanish, but Jewish. 

 

They mentioned in the movie the word scotoma, which I investigated more as it didn’t fit in. It turns out 

we are back to eyesight and lenses again. A scotoma is an area of partial alteration in the field of vision 

consisting of a partially diminished or entirely degenerated visual acuity, that is surrounded by a field of 

normal or relatively well-preserved vision. Every normal mammalian eye has a scotoma in its field of 

vision, usually termed its blind spot. This is a location with no photoreceptor cells, where the retinal 

ganglion cell axons that compose the optic nerve exit the retina, this location is called the optic disc. 

There is no direct conscious awareness of visual scotomas. They are simply regions of reduced 

information within the visual field. Rather than recognizing an incomplete image, patients with scotomas 

report that things disappear on them. The term scotoma is also used metaphorically in several fields. The 

common theme of all the figurative senses, is of a gap not in visual function but in the mind's perception, 

cognition, or world view. A gap not in visual function but in the mind's perception it said? The mind’s 

perception is distorted and corrupted though isn’t it, you need to operate in and of the heart to counteract 

that control system. The term is from Greek σκότος/skótos, meaning darkness. The song line from 

November Rain crops up here; so never mind the darkness we still can find a way. Is this evidence of the 

interference in eyesight? It is interesting to note the appearance of a scotoma is a shimmering effect that 

goes in a spiral. The shimmering effect is visible to those who can see in slightly different wavelengths, 

that is how the other being’s cloak from us. Before the church intervention, Constantine who was a Brit 

promoted the Divine Masculine and Feminine. That was before the war that created Christianity, which is 

a sect of the Jewish law, not religion. But the churches anti women stance began to kick in and still plays 

out until this day. Women were seen as a threat to the church and women of that time where worshipped 

as a route to heaven through sex. Of course in later times the church changed that route through to 

buggery with small boys, known as the strong man. The church then created a book called Malleus 

Maleficarum, translated as the Hammer of Witches and written by German Cat-holics as a tribute to 

witchcraft. But then in classic double speak, used the book to prosecute and persecute all women who 

were classed as able to think for themselves, as heretics and then tried them as witches. They then 

proceeded to burn all the women alive at the stake under the banner of heresy. Is it heresy or here see? 

The Malleus suggests torture to get confessions and death as the only certain way to end the evils of 

witchcraft. When it was published, heretics were often sentenced to be burned alive at the stake and the 

Malleus suggested the same for witches. It was said to be the premise to torture and murdered potentially 

millions of women in the Middle Ages. This is why the church discounts women with their Holy Spirit 

bs, which means in our language, the sacrificing spirit. Which brings in host possession, is that 
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significant? The Priory of Sion and Opus Dei are two sides of the same coin, whilst pertaining to be 

righteous neither of them are. They are symbolic of the double headed Janus again, like Rothschild’s and 

the Black Sun, like the Draco and certain elements of the Pleiades, like Republican and Democrat, like 

angels and demons, church and state, communism and socialism all are one and the same thing. The 

anecdote to each of those categories are; for the Rothschild’s and the Black Sun, the Guardians, for the 

Draco and certain elements of the Pleiades, HU-man, which means Higher Universal man, for Republican 

and Democrats, the TPC, for angels and demons, HU-man, for church and state, Cooperatives, for 

communism and socialism both of which is Zionism, no isms. If the Saint’s name was Magdalene with an 

e on the end and Wiccan links her with Isis and Hathor, maybe that is the wrong spelling of the original. 

The movie referred to Jesus and Mary as bloodline descendants of kings, which can be suggestive of the 

Melchizedek line, as Melchi means king. Or it was stated they were Merovingian king line, notice the 

Mer at the beginning? Only two words end in ovingian, Mer and Carl, Carl is a derivative of Carolingian. 

Both of those family lines are part of the reign of the Franks, the former in 5th century, the latter the 7th. 

All of which is long after the 0AD Mary Magdalene. Merovingian comes from Merovech, meaning Sea-

bull, which brings in Papal bull and possible links to the Taurus Constellation. But if the Merovingians 

were the descendants of Jesus, why only in the 5th century where they converted into Christianity? The 

title of Merovingian also known as the Frenchman was used as the name for the films The Matrix 

Reloaded, The Matrix Revolutions and The Matrix Resurrections. The Merovingians and later the 

Carolingians were heavy in trading, which gives a clue as to their origins. After their trading reign 

spanning over 400 years, it was said they gave way to a new trader, the Jewish Radhanite group, maybe 

they were one and the same? Maybe what they traded in bears interest? They transported from the West 

eunuchs, female slaves, boys, brocade with is a fabric, castor, marten pelts and other fur’s plus swords. 

These merchants spoke Arabic, Persian, Roman, the Frank, Spanish and Slav languages. They journey 

from West to East, from East to West, partly on land, partly by sea, often frequenting the main Khazar 

base of Khamlidj or Atil. During the Early Middle Ages, Muslim policies of the Middle East and North 

Africa and Christian kingdoms of Europe often banned each other's merchants from entering their ports. 

Privateers of both sides raided the shipping of their adversaries at will. The Radhanites functioned as 

neutral go-betweens, keeping open the lines of communication and trade between the lands of the old 

Roman Empire and the Far East. About as neutral as the Swiss it seems, neither where neutral and both 

ran by these Hebrews again. The go-between or the antagonisers? Message to them is in the title of the 

song. 

 

It was said in the movie Jesus and Mary had a daughter called Sarah. Sophie’s who was said to be the last 

living descendant of Jesus, was raised by her grandfather Jacques Sauniere, he wasn’t her grandfather just 

a handler, as he was also a grandmaster of the Priory. He just happened to have the same surname as; 

François-Bérenger Saunière (11 April 1852 – 22 January 1917) who was a French Cat-holic priest in the 

village of, Rennes-le-Château. Sophie’s last name in the movie Neveu means nephew, why would a 

female have a male pronoun? What are they saying? Perhaps the real spelling was Magdalena? Or another 

version is Mary Magdala. Magdalena is the original version of the given name Magdalene (the surname 

of Mary Magdalene), and is used in West Slavic (Czech, Polish, Slovak), Hungarian, German, 

Lithuanian, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, Spanish, Georgian and among other languages. So which Mary 
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Magdalene or Magdalena are we talking about here? One in the technology type version of the even 2000 

year cycle, 0 and 2000AD which was punctuated by the arrival of Marduk and Kim Goguen and the dawn 

of the Day of Svarog. The other is the Radomir version from the Rus, which is the organic version and 

comes in the odd thousand-year cycle, the 1000-3000 years and coincides with the Night of Svarog. They 

in essence had no chance of prospering in the Night of the Svarog cycle, which is the realm of the most 

intense versions of the dark. As an example of that, there was a period in that thousand years, called the 

Dark Ages. But what if we can change that 1000 year cycle around? And give the light teachers the 

chance to prosper in the Day of the Svarog? What if we define which Mary is which? Can we then install 

the organic Mary, or the essence of her into the organic cycle and the Day of Svarog? The Mary 

Magdalene 1 of the 2000 year ago, where is her burial chamber? What is the mainstream opinion of this? 

The precise location of Mary Magdalene’s grave is unknown, but there are several sites that claim to be 

her final resting place. The most popular candidate is the Basilica of Saint-Maximin-la-Sainte-Baume in 

southern France, which houses a relic that is said to be her skull. Mary Magdalene is said to have arrived 

on the shores of the Mediterranean, in Saintes Marie de la Mer. Saint Marie of the sea? So, who in the 

past is related to water? Isis (Egyptian) was born in the swamps of the Nile. Styx (Greek) - Not all river 

Goddesses are associated with the life-giving qualities of water. Styx is the river that separates the living 

from the dead. The depiction of what was said to be Jesus and Mary was Isis and Horus, which brings that 

Mary as the Saint Marie of the sea into the Isis fold. Other potential gravesites include the Saint-Baume 

cave, also in southern France, and the Chapel of Saint-Maximin in Rennes-le-Chateau. There is also a 

tomb in Ephesus, Turkey, that is said to be the final resting place of Mary Magdalene and her two 

daughters. But upon research further, guess who else was called Saint Mary? Jesus’ mother, who is stated 

to be a Jewish woman from Nazareth. Confused yet? No surname is given to that woman, and the 

scholars are and have been merging and confusing the Mary’s. It is stated she died a martyr in 61AD, yet 

where is the evidence of such? Why no official burial site for someone so venerated? The same can be 

asked about Jesus could it not, where is his burial chamber? Could it be because there are no bodies? Due 

to those versions leaving here through Stargates? Back to the Basilica of Saint-Maximin-la-Sainte-

Baume. In 2012, a team of researchers led by Dr.Brien Foerster claimed to have discovered DNA 

evidence suggesting that, the remains of Mary Magdalene were of non-human origin. The team took 

samples from a skull known as the S-1 skull, which is believed to be Magdalene’s, and compared them to 

samples from other humans. They found that the S-1 samples had mutations not found in any other 

human samples, leading them to believe that Magdalene was not human.Oops. Is that why scholars are 

confusing the two Mary’s as the mother is named as Mary Magdalene in some research, as well as Jesus’s 

wife. All whilst ignoring those Mary’s have zero to do with us and is a thousand years out of date. 

Remember the Templars were not around in 0AD, so how can they be connected to those two Mary’s? 

Why was there a push for the religious artifacts, be it the grail, the ark of covenant or otherwise in the 

1000’s? Mary Magdalene 2 of the 1000 years ago was alive at that time and was being hunted down by 

the same peoples that were hunting the artifacts via The Crusades. The Templars who have also like Mary 

become confusing as to which version is the real ones or not. The ones hunting her down where the 

Knights of St.Jerusalem, the Hospitaliers. They were later known as the Knights of Malta, the Order of 

the Temple of Solomon the Templars, and, rather later, the Order of St.Lazarus. These are all their 

templars and postdates Mary Magdalene and Radomir. Rosslyn chapel was first built in the 1100’s just 
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after the death of Radomir and Mary by their knights. Rosslyn later rebuilt in 1400’s said by the Sinclair 

family, except that is another play on words as it is Saint Clair. All saints were created by the 

Draco/Hebrew Annunaki. Rosslyn Chapel is built with a few hundred Green Man carvings, the Green 

man is? Osiris. Osiris of course is linked with Isis and Horus, their fake Mary and Jesus. Here is what I 

think happened. The Knights who killed Mary Magdalene in the 1000’s originally buried her at Renne Le 

Chateau in the Montsegur the region they killed her. Following that they took her remains and placed 

them into the chapel built 100 years later called Rosslyn. The knights who were hunted down in 1307 

courtesy of the French and Rome church, were the remnants of the Cathar knights who defended Mary 

and the baby on the fortress hill in Montsegur. The church who were revamping everything from the 

1300’s onwards, had to delete the history of the real Mary Magdelene to create their story. In 1914 

Rosslyn chapel was bombed, said to be done by women suffragettes movement which is an unlikely 

story. Was that the cover story to be able to move Mary Magdalene 2 out of there? At some point Mary 

was moved likely down to the Temple chapel in London which is on the Rose Line. The Louvre pyramid 

was then built in the 1980’s and she was returned to France and placed within the pyramid under their 

Rose Line. She was placed right above the central arago point, is that a portal? The lines in the show 

stated; The Holy Grail 'neath ancient Roslin waits, she waited and since has been moved. The blade and 

chalice guarding o'er her gates, that is the male and female symbol. The chalice named as a cup is the 

womb. The cup was said to contain the last drop of blood from Christ, does anyone ask why there would 

be his blood in a cup? Where they vampires? Adorned in masters' loving art, she lies, the Louvre which 

has an extensive art gallery, a lot of which was stolen by the SS. She rests at last beneath the starry skies, 

beneath the starry skies due to the glass pyramid. Remember a pyramid draws energy and so they were 

using her as a battery to feed them? in other words – host possession. This is why the church discounts 

women with their Holy Spirit, which means in our language, the sacrificing spirit. Which brings in host 

possession, is that significant? Mary Magdalene was the sacrifice spirit. Back to the Rose Line. The great 

question or pondering I had then was; what if it is not a line at all? What if it is a circle? Is that the reason 

they called another dark intentioned secret society group out of France, called Le Cercle? Formed in 

France, which means connections to the Rothschild’s again, but is linked with other countries that 

becomes indicative. Like Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Belgium which is fake Holland and 

Italy. But it is also strangely connected to another country and where we started this show, Johannesburg, 

Lesotho and South Africa. For final dot connecting to all of this is; a number of members of Le Cercle 

were the Cat-holic Opus Dei and the Knights of Malta. Can it get more obvious? Maybe it is captain 

obvious? It is all there in plain sight, but do you see? For those new, I say Cat-holic instead of Catholic as 

it is a play on words. It is linked to the worship of the cat or sphinx, which are symbols of Ra and his 

consort Bastet. This is why there are cat memes everywhere, once you see. Cats are not native to this 

planet, and indeed have been declared an invasive alien species by zoologists. They were brought here 

and only in one region, Egypt. The home of the fake off world gods, home of the Earth energy center and 

Heart, but not anymore it is not. The divine masculine and feminine has now returned to this planet, it 

belongs to us all, not Egypt and their fake gods and Lords. No more fallen man and 6 pointed stars that 

symbolized it, no more Solomon seals and Orion overlays. Just better frequencies and the divine 

masculine and feminine. Let’s look at the word feminine, femi and nine. Nine is the spiritual and 

collective advancement as we have covered many times in our shows. But what does femi mean? It 
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means love me. Love the power of nine, not loops of eight or the binary code of ten that surrounds it, the 

beacon on the nine and the true feminine shines again. Love has the power to change the all, it is part of 

your progress, to be in and of love. So many have rejected, discarded it and avoided it, at great cost to 

themselves and us all. Now is the time to find it and embrace it, hold it and flourish within the frequency 

of it all. The restoration of the Divine feminine has ended the church’s desecration of women and the 

attack on the traditional family. With that being restored and currently held on a key meridian and parallel 

lines, this then ends that level of the game. It is imperative the females now honor that in their best way 

possible. They must go and be higher vibed, must act towards each other in a better way, must act within 

the framework and purpose of what it means to be the Divine Feminine. This then ends their divide and 

conquer tactics, restores the balance of the planet, enhances the mother aspect of the planet and ends their 

harvesting of us all. The fall of man symbolized by the six pointed star will be ended now and restored 

back into the divine masculine and feminine symbol, the diamond. The diamond is as above so below, the 

masculine and feminine is, as within and so without. But fixing things and restoring what is right is one 

thing, holding onto it is another. Both the masculine and feminine must not only hold that divinity, but 

must enhance it to ensure that division is never again recreated here. Who is or who are the symbols of 

the Divine Masculine and Feminine, is the simple answer is, all of you. 

 

All of this left me with one final pondering, a big pondering that plays into the recent past, the now and 

also the future. What if the line went beyond Rosslyn Chapel and headed north? Would it go through 

Da’Arya? The answer was yes it does. It also skirts the NE coast of Greenland, which is owned by 

Denmark, and the tribe of Dans, which becomes indicative. The next question then was; does it go from 

South of Africa and onto Antarctica? Is this then, the location of the Aldebaran led base on Antarctica 

they had with the SS? Close to Stargate 1. Was this line or circle a binding of sorts? Who or what was it 

binding? The answer was us into time of sorts, parallel time and timelines. But then it turns out the Rose 

line does not go to the Rosslyn or Rose Line chapel at all. It by passes to the east of Scotland and heads 

straight north, said to be to the north pole. The line went south to Johannesburg and on through Lesotho 

and onto Antarctica and then completed the circle and will keep running with the same intentions set for 

the Rose Line to the chapel. But in ancient times the north pole was marked by Da’Arya or later known as 

Hyperborea. That Rose Line goes to Da’Arya, which brought in interesting connections and connotations. 

With the pulse clearing of the Rose Line, it created a conduit of good frequencies, intentions and allows 

no harvesting or interference. It means if the real Mary Magdalene partner of Radomir is housed in the 

Louvre, she is now set free. She was the seed, but who is the line? Where is the line? The seed that with 

the sun’s love in the spring becomes the rose, not their type of rose, ours. A final revealing is, maybe it 

was not the Rose Line at all? Maybe that was another of their overlay lines? The key is in the words, Ley 

lines. Ley meaning; line of a prehistoric track; alignment of natural and artificial features, 1922. So, ley 

lines per se where only named that since 1922, which reveals the overlay aspect. So, what is the real line? 

Given the links to Radomir, Da Arya, Mary Magdalene, maybe the real line was called the Rus line. 

Which was taken over by the Green witch who was mean in time and the Green Man, replete with his 

obelisks – Osiris. Whose wife and child Isis and Horus is his story’s version of Jesus and Mary. When the 

real ones were Radomir and Mary. But, here is the final reveal, it is not a just line that goes all the way 

round the planet. Because, as above so below applies, as it turns out the line on the ground is replicated 
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above. The next question was; what if we set the intention to use the real meridian line to distribute better 

energies and frequencies, all whilst doing a sweep of the planet below. As the planet goes under the Rus 

line, the intentions were set for this very event and that is now unfolding. Perhaps compass is now come 

pass underneath the Rus line and let’s sweep away negative energies and replace with new and better 

ones. It is up to you all to protect it, nurture it, embrace and integrate the frequencies emanating from it 

and several other sites visited and enhanced with extra beneficial frequencies. This is our time and sets us 

up nicely for the next stage, which is the development, improvement and advancement of not only the 

people and beings here, but the planet herself. We have not done enough to look after our own home and 

that has to change exponentially going forward. The key to deliver all of that now is, The New Blueprint 

for Humanity, it changes everything. 

 

Often it is very difficult to prove certain things were accomplished, as it is not visible or not on the news 

per se, but that is changing quicker as well. We got full proof that the Rus line is now working in our 

favor just this weekend. Early in the year I made reference to the fake Earthquake on the border of Turkey 

and Syria, which was designed to disrupt an energy line put in place back in January and they attacked it 

on February 6th, and it failed. The work done in Johannesburg mentioned earlier has clearly worked, as 

they attempted to break the Rus line going through Johannesburg with a 5.0 earthquake, done at the 

repeated depth of 10Km, which is confirmation it was manufactured and done by clowns. Guess what? It 

failed, consequences of actions for those doing it will follow, in the same way it followed after the 

February attempt. Also 3 crop circles have appeared in the region we went to in England, all are confirms 

of what did and has taken place since that visit last month. Interesting and exciting times, tap into it and 

embrace it. Mama they tried to break me, it and us, that failed on all levels. We didn’t come here to play 

the game, we came here to change it. 

 

 


